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JRailPass.comPocket WiFi





		High speed internet access 24/7

		Flexible renting period

		Choose your delivery preference

		Connect up to 5 devices

		Supports PC, Mac, iOS and Android







Pocket WiFi



A Pocket WiFi for Japan offers high-speed internet access for up to 5 devices. Read more about the specifications and how much it costs to rent.

PURCHASE



Rental Date: Please take note that the delivery of the Pocket WiFi will take up to 4 business days to be delivered in Japan.











Rent a Pocket WiFi for Japan








Pocket WiFi technical details


Type

Premium WiFi


Speed

Up to 150Mbps


Net

LTE/4G/3G Hybrid


Battery

8-10 hours of continuous use


Size

56 x 97 x 18 mm


Weight

90 grams


Limitless access to the internet


Connect up to 5 devices at the same time


Receive upon arrival in Japan


Light, pocket-size device


Stay connected up to 30 days





The Pocket WiFi is a portable device, which can simultaneously connect to 5 mobile devices such as phones, tablets, and laptops. Once you have the device, the only thing you need to do is turn on the WiFi switch and you will immediately have access to high-speed internet connection, without having to worry about cables, sockets or antennas.

The small device can fit anywhere, even in your pocket. This means that if you decide to go for a walk, without any hand luggage, you will not need to worry about whether or not you will be able to stay connected.













Stay connected while in Japan





Purchase your Pocket WiFi now and stay connected during your trip to Japan








Internet access wherever you go
Keep in touch during your trip


Whether you want to use Google Maps to figure out the best route to your next stop, get in touch with your travel companions (and your family abroad) or use a translation app, having quick and reliable internet access is a life-saver.







Up to 5 devices at the same time
Small, light, and oh-so-convenient!


That’s why we suggest you get yourself a pocket WiFi. Renting a pocket WiFi for Japan will guarantee you're never without a high-speed internet connection (24/7) and that you can connect up to 5 devices regardless of the OS. The perfect device to cover all your internet needs.







How it works





Ordering, collecting, using, and returning your Pocket WiFi couldn’t be easier. You just need to follow these 4 steps:


Step 1




Easy online ordering

We will ask you about your arrival date and pick up destination during the payment process. Your Pocket WiFi will be ready for you to pick up once at your destination.



Step 2




Collect it in Japan

Collect your Pocket WiFi from the airport or your hotel. It will be waiting for you at the Japanese address you provided when you placed your order.



Step 3




Connect your devices

Enjoy high-speed internet access during your trip. Connect up to 5 devices and enjoy 24/7 internet access from anywhere in Japan.



Step 4




Return your Pocket WiFi

Put your Pocket WiFi in the pre-paid self-addressed envelope provided. Find a mailbox. Mail! It’s that easy. Just remember to do it before you leave Japan.





Pocket WiFi FAQs






Where do I pick up the Pocket WiFi?



When you order your Pocket WiFi online, you will be asked when and how you want it delivered. You can choose to pick it up at your arrival airport or at your hotel in Japan. Check out our instructions in PDF to see the pick-up locations.



More information in our FAQ
Where can I pick up the Pocket WiFi device?



How do I return the Pocket WiFi?



Once your trip is over you return the WiFi device via the pre-paid envelope, which you receive with the device. You should mail the envelope in any Japanese post office or post box before your departure from Japan.



More information in our FAQ
How do I return the Pocket WiFi?



What happens if I return the device late?



If the device is not returned on time, we reserve the right to charge your credit or debit card for the additional time. This means that for each day of delay you will be charged 400 yen.



More information in our FAQ
What happens if I return the device late?



What happens if I lose the device?



If you lose the device you will be charged a flat fee of 20,000 yen.



More information in our FAQ
My Pocket WiFi was lost / stolen. What to do?



Read all the questions
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